
Snowfall Modeling and Ski Siting
Black Mountain, NC



Small Scale and Weather Stations
Here is the study area we chose 

to focus on. We combined two 

30’ x 60’ quadrangles as one 

quadrangle was cutting directly 

through a county we were 

hoping to focus on. We had 47 

weather stations within 100 KM 

from our mean center of the two 

quadrangles.



OLS on JANMIN / JANMAX

We ran the OLS on both JANMIN and JANMAX, and found that our R² value for the JANMIN was not as good as 
the JANMAX value, but we thought it was decent enough to use for our analysis.



Minimum / Maximum January Temperature 

Almost identical distributions. The warmer part in the southeast portion is where the 
mountain range ends, and flatter land begins.



OLS on JANPCP

All of our values of ElevM, UTMX, and UTMY were statistically significant with alpha values less than 0.05. Similar 
to our JANMIN OLS, our R² is not the best at 60.13%. We then ran it with just ElevM which had a very bad R² value, 

and since we had an insignificant model, we used our mean precipitation - 4.88”.



January Precipitation



Snowfall Accumulation
Computed the percentage of the day that temperature 
is below freezing from the max and min layers

“Below32” is the percentage of the day that the 
temperature is below freezing and was interpolated 
from max/min temperatures

Average monthly Precip * 10 in fluffy snow * 
below32= 

Accumulation

x  10 in x =



Melting
Calculated Aspect from 
10m resolution 
elevation data (1)

Adjusted the max temp. 
Based on underlying 
aspect of slope (2)

Melt per Month (d)Melt per Day (c)

Adjusted Max Temp. (2) Above 32 (a) 32 Temp. (b)Aspect (1)

Reversed the below 32 layer by subtracting by 1 (a)

32temp= 32 + ((adjusted-32)* above32) (b)

Meltperday= (32temp-32)^2 *.04  (c)

Meltpermonth=meltperday*31  (d)



Snow Cover Model
Snow Melt layer was subtracted from Snow 
Accumulation layer using the raster calculator 

The reason for negative numbers is due to 12 
inches of melt in areas with less than 12 inches of 
accumulation. This is a fallacy in our data due to 
excessive snow melt results at low altitudes.

Study Area was chosen where green dot is placed 
as we were shown that the most snow would 
naturally occur here and could be increased with 
cannons.



Move to Large Scale

From here we chose our study site based on the amount of expected snowfall and proximity to 
densely populated areas as well as distance to a main corridor such as interstate 40.

Figure to right shows an outline box of the LiDAR Quadrangles downloaded to build terrain model.



Choosing a Study Site Continued
In addition to the previous step, we 
looked on the National Map to find 
a mountain that would also be 
aesthetically appealing and provide 
business during warmer months in 
the off-season. 

We decided that right off the North 
Fork Reservoir would fit nicely for a 
possible ski resort.

The area outlined by the box was 
specifically chosen as it provides 
views, variations in gradients and 
flat areas. 



Study Site- Black Mountain, NC
Black Mountain is located in 
Buncombe County, North 
Carolina, less than half an 
hour away from Asheville. The 
population was 7,848 as of 
2010. There is a lake at the 
foot of the mountain, which is 
roughly 27 times larger than 
the duck pond and could be 
used for recreation during the 
warmer months.Sources:

https://www.romanticasheville.com/black_mountain.htm

http://www.exploreblackmountain.com/

https://www.romanticasheville.com/black_mountain.htm
http://www.exploreblackmountain.com/


Terrain Model
Download LiDAR from North Carolina Flood 
Modeling website

Created feature dataset

Imported breaklines and points after using the ASCII 
3D to feature class tool

Built the terrain model

Reclassified the slope to the four desired classes

Digitized the trails from those classes

Used surface slope tool to convert terrain to raster 
for value extraction for the trail and road statistics 

LiDAR Points Break Lines

Terrain Model



Trails Statistics after Digitizing

11 full trails and 2 connector trails 

4,900 feet of skiable lines

One advanced is a little high and one a bit low



Access Road
Converted Terrain TINs to Raster (4 to 9 sq. m cells)

Reclassified to only show <5 degrees

Digitized between and around cells as done for the ski 
trails

Road is 4.5 miles from I-40 to our parking lot and 
lodge as the crow flies, 5.4 miles along the road line. 

Average Gradient is 5 degrees, using switchbacks in 
necessary areas



Access Road Continued
The resort is 5 miles from 
I-40, one of the longest 
stretches of interstates in 
the US. Also very close to 
Blue Ridge Parkway

Town of Black Mountain 
(p=7,848) is approximately 
30 minutes driving from 
Asheville, NC (p=87,882) 
an up-and-coming major 
mountainous city of North 
Carolina. 



Scenic View 

Mt. Mitchell not 
pictured but can be 
seen from site to left

Lake to be used for 
outdoor recreation in 
off season. For scale, 
it is 27 times larger 
than the duck pond



Parking Lot Placement
Placed the parking lot on a relatively flat 
area of land beside the lake to which can be 
graded out to make completely flat.

It was made much larger than need be to 
accommodate for more cars for when 
concerts or festivals would occur in the off-
season.

Approximately 150,000 square feet which 
can hold about 7.5 times the amount of cars 
necessary. 

These areas are actually 

the same slope. There is 

an obscurity in the 

LiDAR data. Entire area 

is relatively flat and 

treeless except for the 

area highlighted by the 

circle. We will chop 

these trees down the 

same as the ones 

covering our trails and 

use them on our lodge.



Ski Lifts
7 Ski lifts going to and 
from every trail or lodge

Skiers can reach top of 
“School” trail from 
walkable path from bus 
road/lodge

<3,500 feet of lift lines



Please note that this map excludes snow coverage outside of immediate skiable area for comparison purposes



Snow Cannons
Chose the areas for 8 snow cannons which cover all trails but do not reach bus road to 
avoid hazards as skiers make their way from parking to the scenic lodge and snow 
rental area. 

With an automatic setting, the fan towers will be set to function all day (when 
temperatures are below freezing, which our entire ski area has an average January 
minimum below freezing) as it rotates almost a full 360 degrees it will cover almost all 
areas missing little to no patches covering trails. Adding about 10 inches a day to the 
slopes.

Meaning that at any given moment, cells can be covered with an additional 10 inches 
with the raster layer showing average monthly snowfall coverage.

[ Snow Coverage layer + (Below32*10) ]





Estimated Cost
13 Trails: 

8 Snow Cannons:
150,000 Square Foot Parking Lot:

5 Mile Access Road:
700 Foot Bus Road (from parking lot to lodge):

3,500 Feet of Ski Lifts
10,000 Square Foot Lodge:

Total:

$15,600,000
$900,000
$375,000
$80,000
$3,500
$11,550,000
$8,000,000

$36,508,500
Sources:

http://www.newenglandskihistory.com/lifts/listbycost.php

http://www.snowmakers.com/standard-polecat-snowmaker.html

https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2012/02/no-business-like-snow-business-the-economics-of-big-ski-resorts/252180/

http://www.espn.com/action/freeskiing/story/_/id/8809682/cost-snowmaking

http://www.newenglandskihistory.com/lifts/listbycost.php
http://www.snowmakers.com/standard-polecat-snowmaker.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2012/02/no-business-like-snow-business-the-economics-of-big-ski-resorts/252180/
http://www.espn.com/action/freeskiing/story/_/id/8809682/cost-snowmaking


3D  View of Lil’ Blacksburg with Trail Stats
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